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Abstract—This article presents AutoFFT, a template-based code generation framework that can automatically generate

high-performance FFT kernels for all natural-number radices. AutoFFT is based on the Cooley-Tukey FFTalgorithm, which exploits the

symmetric and periodic properties of the DFTmatrix, as the outer parallelization framework. Because butterflies are the core operations

of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, we explore additional symmetric and periodic properties of the DFTmatrix and formulate multiple

optimized calculation templates to further reduce the number of floating-point operations for butterflies of arbitrary natural numbers. To

fully exploit hardware resources, we encapsulate a series of optimizations in an assembly template optimizer. Given any DFT problem,

AutoFFTautomatically generates C FFT kernels using these calculation templates and converts them into efficient assembly kernels

using the template optimizer. Through a series of experiments on Arm, Intel, and AMD processors, we show that AutoFFT-generated

kernels can outperform those in Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW), the Arm Performance Libraries (ARMPL), and the Intel

Math Kernel Library (MKL).

Index Terms—AutoFFT, FFT, code generation, template, DFT
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is a basic discrete
transform used to perform Fourier analysis. The defini-

tion of the DFT is presented in Eq. (1):
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where x is the input sequence of n complex numbers, Y is
the corresponding output sequence, k 2 ½0; n� 1�, j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1p

,

and Wn ¼ e�
2pj
n , which is called the twiddle factor (twiddle

for short). The DFT matrix ðWik
n Þn�n is an expression of the

DFT as a transformation matrix, as presented in Eq. (2). The
DFT can be represented by applying the DFT matrix to the
input vector through matrix multiplication. From this point
of view, the DFT is essentially a matrix-vector operation,
and the computational complexity of the naı̈ve matrix-vec-
tor implementation is Oðn2Þ
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Many previous studies [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] reduce the
computational complexity of the DFT from Oðn2Þ to
Oðn lognÞ by exploiting the symmetric and periodic proper-
ties of the DFT matrix. The Cooley-Tukey algorithm [1] is
the most widely used fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm
in many practical applications [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13]. It adopts a divide-and-conquer approach to recursively
break down a large DFT into smaller DFTs, achieving an
Oðn lognÞ complexity. For N ¼ rv with integers N; r, and v,
r is called the radix. We present the derivation of the radix-
2 FFT in Eq. (3)
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The radix-2 FFT divides a large DFT of size n into two
smaller DFTs of size n=2 in each recursive stage until it
obtains indivisible DFTs of size 2 (hence the name “radix-2
FFT”). A DFT of size 2 is also called a radix-2 butterfly.
Because the butterflies are critical to the FFT computation,
in this paper, we define the butterfly kernel to calculate one
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butterfly, which is the core computing unit of the FFT com-
putation, and define the FFT kernel to calculate multiple
butterflies (described in Section 5.2).

The performance of the FFT implementation is restricted
by its computational complexity and is dependent on the
effectiveness of finer optimizations. Therefore, this paper
proposes a template-based code generation framework,
named AutoFFT, that autogenerates optimized FFT kernels
in assembly by capitalizing on the symmetric and periodic
properties of the DFT matrix.

First, we summarize and extract two novel and highly
optimized patterns (the pair and quad patterns) with a
reduced number of floating-point operations for butterflies in
the following steps: 1) For the radix-r butterfly, we investi-
gate the symmetric properties in the horizontal and vertical
directions for radices of all natural numbers, which are
divided into three cases (r ¼ 2mþ 1, r ¼ 4mþ 2, and
r ¼ 4mþ 4). By observing the calculation of each output Yk,
Yk’s twiddles are symmetric in the horizontal direction, and
we reduce the multiplications for non-power-of-two and
power-of-two radices by factors of 2 and 4, respectively. In
the vertical direction, some outputs share a similar symmetric
feature, so we can further reduce the arithmetic complexity
for non-power-of-two and power-of-two radices by factors of
2 and 4, respectively. 2) We study a periodic property inside
each Yk for these three cases. By exploiting this property, the
arithmetic complexity can be further reduced by a factor of
gcdðk; rÞ, where gcd is the greatest common divisor.

Second, AutoFFT generates high-performance FFT kernels
based on the pair and quad patterns. In the beginning, the
computational template designer takes these two highly opti-
mized patterns as inputs and formalizes them into computa-
tional templates. Then these computational templates are
used by a C FFT kernel generator to generate C FFT kernels
according to the derived equations of these two patterns. Sub-
sequently, an assembly template optimizer, which is com-
posed of the optimization templates and the register
allocation strategy, is introduced to transform C kernels into
high-performance assembly FFT kernels for varying architec-
tures. Considering AutoFFT is built on templates, which are
the abstractions of typical calculation patterns in the FFT com-
putation, we refer to it as the template-based code generation
framework, which is the first framework that can directly gen-
erate high-performance assembly FFT kernels by taking
advantage of the optimized pair and quad patterns.

At runtime, to obtain the best FFT plan of a given DFT
problem, AutoFFT adopts a pruning-based dynamic pro-
gramming approach to empirically search for the optimal
plan. The optimal plan contains the necessary parameters
that are used to construct the corresponding butterfly net-
work of the best plan and invokes required FFT kernels to
perform the FFT computation. The experiments show that
AutoFFT outperforms the current state-of-the-art, such as
the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) [14], [15],
[16], ARM Performance Library (ARMPL) [17], and Intel
Math Kernel Library (MKL) [18], [19].

The key contributions and innovations of this paper are
summarized as follows:

� This paper is the first work that systematically summa-
rizes and extracts the integral andgeneralmathematical

expressions for the symmetric and periodic properties
of the DFT matrix. These mathematical expressions
minimize the number of floating-point operations for
all natural-number radices: the pair pattern for odd
numbers and the quad pattern for even numbers. Other
libraries can also accelerate their butterflies based on
these two optimized patterns.

� We propose a template-based code generation frame-
work, which is the first framework that is able to auto-
matically generate high-performance assembly FFT
kernels based on the highly optimized pair and quad
patterns for varying CPU architectures.

� Based on our code generation framework, we realize
a high-performance FFT library for ARMv8, Intel
Haswell, andAMDZenCPUs. This library is on aver-
age 2.14, 2.15, and 1.7 times faster than FFTW,
ARMPL, and IntelMKL, respectively.

This paper extends a conference version [20]. In particu-
lar, it adds: 1) compared to the conference version, which can
generate FFT kernels of prime-number and power-of-two
radices, this paper extends the generality of the framework
and is able to generate kernels for all natural numbers; 2) this
paper ports AutoFFT to AMD Zen CPUs and supplements
the experimental results; and 3) this paper illustrates the
implementations and optimizations adopted in AutoFFT’s
butterfly network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents related studies, and Section 3 provides an
overview of the AutoFFT framework. Section 4 deduces the
pair and quad patterns, and Section 5 illustrates how
AutoFFT autogenerates high-performance assembly FFT ker-
nels based on these two patterns. Section 6 gives the imple-
mentations and optimizations of our butterfly network, and
Section 7 presents the experimental results. Finally, Section 8
concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Many FFT algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [21], [22] have
been proposed to compute the DFT. As the most popular
FFT algorithm, the Cooley-Tukey algorithm [1] is supported
by most mainstream FFT libraries. These libraries are opti-
mized by vendors or researchers to achieve high perfor-
mance on specific hardware architectures.

These highly efficient vendor-supplied FFT libraries,
which include ARMPL [17], Intel MKL [18], [19], AMD
Optimizing CPU Libraries (AOCL) [23], IBM Engineering
and Scientific Subroutine Library (ESSL) [24], and Apple
vDSP [25], are appropriately optimized using single instruc-
tion multiple data (SIMD) techniques for specific architec-
tures. These implementations have undergone extensive
architecture-dependent tuning on specific microarchitecture
features to pursue peak system performance.

Because these vendor-specific libraries cannot be ported to
processors of other vendors, many excellent auto-tuning sys-
tems have been developed. FFTW [14], [15], [16] and
UHFFT [26], [27] conduct performance tuning in two stages.
In the install-time stage, the special-purpose compiler gener-
ates several highly optimized instruction set architecture
(ISA)-specific SIMD codelets to boost performance. In the run-
time stage, its adaptive framework creates and empirically
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chooses the optimal plan according to the input parameters
and hardware features. The optimal plan organizes and
assembles required pregenerated codelets to perform FFTs
that involve large DFT problems. SPIRAL [28], [29] is a three-
stage framework. In the first stage, SPIRAL expresses the
mathematical formulas in the Signal Processing Language
(SPL) [22] for a given transform. The second stage converts
the SPL formulas into S-SPL [30], and then performs various
computational optimizations such as code reordering in
S-SPL. Finally, the optimized S-SPL is translated into high-
level code (SIMD intrinsics) for the given architecture [29].
Other open-source FFT implementations include Ne10 [31],
which contains FFT kernels that have been heavily optimized
for ARM-based CPUs equipped with NEON SIMD capabili-
ties, the Fastest Fourier Transform in the East (FFTE) [32],
which is a Fortran FFT package that supports problem sizes of
the form 2a3b5c for CPUs and GPUs, and the Fastest Fourier
Transform in the South (FFTS) [33], which is a hand-opti-
mized library for Intel andARMCPUs.

Significant progress has been made over the past decade
in the fields of code generation and automatic performance
tuning on GPUs. In addition to high-performance vendor-
tuned FFT libraries, such as cuFFT for NVIDIA GPUs [34],
clFFT for AMD GPUs [35], and genFFT for Intel processor
graphics [36], researchers have developed several FFT imple-
mentations [37], [38], [39], [40], [41]. Although the factors that
affect the FFT performance on GPUs can be quite different
than those on CPUs, most GPU frameworks are similar to
FFTW: 1) autogenerating ormanually writing optimized FFT
kernels that exploit the underlying hardware features, such
as GPUmemory hierarchy andwarp/wavefront scheduling,
and 2) searching for the optimal plan to exploit available
computational resources for a given transform.

According to the definition of the twiddle factor, the sym-
metric and periodic properties of the DFT matrix are inher-
ited from trigonometric functions, such as the sine and
cosine functions. Many FFT libraries, such as FFTW, Intel
MKL, ARMPL, SPIRAL, Ne10, and so on, utilize these prop-
erties more or less to optimize their FFT kernels, especially
for power-of-two radices. However, according to the public
materials of these libraries, none of them has provided inte-
gral and general mathematical expressions to combine the
symmetry and periodicity for all radices of natural numbers.
Besides, different from other FFT libraries, AutoFFT is built
on the templates, which are the abstractions of typical calcu-
lation patterns in the FFT computation. These templates are

defined based on the optimized pair and quad patterns and
used to autogenerate low-level assembly FFT kernels.
FFTW’s codelets are some fundamental kernels used to cal-
culate small DFTs. So FFTW’s codelets are conceptually
equivalent to AutoFFT’s FFT kernels, which means that
codelets and templates belong to different granularities (tem-
plates are in a finer granularity than codelets). Compared
with the prior work, this paper contains the following three
contributions. First, this paper is the first work that systemat-
ically summarizes and extracts the integral mathematical
expressions of the symmetric and periodic properties (the
pair and quad patterns) to minimize the arithmetic complex-
ity for all radices. Second, we formalize these two patterns
into templates so that these two patterns can be applied in
the code generation. Third, we build a novel framework
AutoFFT, which is based on the template methodology, to
enable the assembly code generation. Benefiting from the
template-based code generation mechanism, AutoFFT is
able to directly generate efficient assembly FFT kernels for
varying architectureswithout compiler intervention.

This paper compares AutoFFT with FFTW, ARMPL, and
Intel MKL on ARM, Intel, and AMD CPU platforms.
ARMPL and Intel MKL are the official math libraries for
ARM and Intel processors, respectively. These two vendor-
tuned libraries are well-optimized to achieve high perfor-
mance. The performance of FFTW is typically superior to
that of other publicly available FFT libraries and is even
competitive with vendor-tuned libraries. In contrast to ven-
dor-tuned libraries, FFTW’s performance is portable, which
means that FFTW performs well on most architectures.
According to AMD official description in [23], its official
math library AOCL regards FFTW as its FFT module.

3 THE AUTOFFT FRAMEWORK

This section introduces the two stages of AutoFFT, as shown
in Fig. 1. The install-time stage generates efficient FFT ker-
nels, and the runtime stage empirically searches for the opti-
mal plan to construct an efficient butterfly network for a
given FFT size and the underlying hardware features.

3.1 The Install-Time Stage

The install-time stage is responsible for generating high-per-
formance FFT kernels that are defined to calculate multiple
butterflies. To reduce the number of floating-point opera-
tions of different butterflies as many as possible, the pair

Fig. 1. Overview of AutoFFT.
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and quad patterns are derived from the symmetric and peri-
odic properties of the DFT matrix ðWik

r Þr�r. These two pat-
terns are the foundation of the code generation framework.
The details of how to deduce these two patterns will be
given in Section 4. The install-time stage adopts three com-
ponents to capitalize on these two patterns.

First, we describe the computational template designer. To
make full use of the pair and quad patterns, a computational
template designer is introduced. This designer takes these two
highly optimized patterns as inputs and then obtains high-
level computational templates as outputs. The computational
templates are composed of meta templates and hybrid tem-
plates. Meta templates are predefined C preprocessor macros
that represent some basic complex number operations. Unlike
meta templates, hybrid templates are strongly related to radix
r. For different radix r, the number and type of meta templates
used by hybrid templates are different. Hence, hybrid tem-
plates are defined and extracted as C functions according to
the derived equations of the pair and quad patterns.

Second, we describe the C FFT kernel generator. This
generator takes the computational templates as inputs and
then enables the automatic generation of high-level FFT ker-
nels with the lowest arithmetic complexity for all radices
according to Algorithm 1, which is the concrete implemen-
tation of the pair and quad patterns.

Algorithm 1. butterfly kernel(out, in, tw, r, i, isFirst)

Input: in[]: the input data of current stage; tw[]: twiddles; r:
radix; i: the ith butterfly; isFirst: whether it is the first stage.

Output: out[]: output data.
1: Load inputs into tmpIn[] from in[] according to i
2: if isFirst=0 then
3: Load twiddles into tmpTW[] from tw[]
4: for i 1 to r do
5: CPX MUL(tmpIn[i], tmpIn[i], tmpTW[i-1])
6: end for
7: end if
8: o (r/2) mod 2
9: CALC LIKE TERMS(add, sub, tmpIn, r)
10: CALC OUT SPECIAL(tmpOut, add, sub, r)
11: if r is an odd number then
12: for i 1 to r/2 do
13: CALC OUT PAIR(tmpOut, add, sub, i, r)
14: end for
15: else if r is an even number then
16: for i 1 to r/4 do
17: CALC OUT QUAD(tmpOut, tmpIn, i, r, o)
18: end for
19: end if
20: Store outputs from tmpOut[] to out[]

Third, we describe the assembly optimizer. To further
exploit hardware resources, the optimizer defines optimiza-
tion templates that match the underlying hardware capabili-
ties, such as SIMD vectorization, register resources, and the
instruction set. In addition, it also categorizes small/medium/
large radices (described in Section 5.3.3). After that, the opti-
mizer takes the C FFT kernels and optimization templates as
inputs and transforms the C FFT kernels into high-perfor-
mance assembly FFT kernels according to the register alloca-
tion strategy.

Due to the limited register resources in modern CPUs, it
is difficult to transform the C FFT kernels of large radices
into efficient assembly code. Hence, AutoFFT can directly
generate assembly FFT kernels for small and medium radi-
ces without compiler intervention and generate C FFT ker-
nels for large radices. These kernels make up our FFT kernel
set. As the computational core of the FFT computation,
these kernels have a crucial impact on the overall perfor-
mance and will be invoked as needed at runtime.

3.2 The Runtime Stage

According to the Cooley-Tukey algorithm [1], a given trans-
form size is recursively factorized into smaller sizes until
they can no longer be decomposed. When the given size is
large, the size decomposition tree can be large too. Because
each branch of this tree represents a factorization for the
given FFT size, we call this decomposition tree as the factor-
ization tree, and each branch of the factorization tree is also
known as an FFT plan. The runtime stage is responsible for
reducing the search space of many potential FFT plans and
seeking the optimal plan for a given DFT problem. The run-
time stage consists of three components.

First, we describe the number factorizer. The factorizer
takes the FFT size as input, and then recursively factorizes
the given FFT size and builds the factorization tree. As a
result, it outputs many potential FFT plans. Each FFT plan
represents one factorization that holds the radix for each
stage of the butterfly network in radix½�.

Second, we describe the butterfly network generator.
AutoFFT adopts the Stockham auto-sort FFT [42], [43] net-
work, which is SIMD-friendly and requires no explicit bit-
reversal permutation. The generator takes the necessary
input parameters (radix½�, the transform direction, and
dimension) to construct the butterfly network.

Third, we describe the performance evaluator. Since the
factorization tree can be large, the evaluator adopts a depth-
first search to identify the shortest path of the tree and prune
unneeded branches. Because the Cooley-Tukey algorithm is
a memory-intensive algorithm, a branch with a shorter path
indicates that its network contains fewer stages, which may
lead to more efficient memory accesses. Subsequently, a bot-
tom-up dynamic programming method is adopted on the
pruned tree by making full use of the recursive structure of
the FFT. We build a performance table to record the mini-
mum execution time of the subsequences with various input
and output strides, so we do not need to reevaluate the same
subsequences with the same strides. Finally, the evaluator
evaluates all candidate factorizations to determine the best
factorization.

After obtaining the optimal plan, we construct the Stock-
ham butterfly network according to the best factorization
and call the needed FFT kernels to efficiently solve the given
DFT problem. The auto-tuning framework of AutoFFT
refers to the current state-of-the-art [16], [27], [39], and this
paper does not discuss the runtime stage in detail but rather
focuses on the FFT kernel generation.

4 OPTIMIZED CALCULATION PATTERNS

This section focuses on the algorithmic optimizations on but-
terflies. Performing algorithmic optimizations on butterflies
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and extracting general calculation patterns can bring two
great benefits. First, because butterflies are the core opera-
tions of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, reducing the floating-
point operations of the butterfly kernels can significantly
enhance the overall performance. Second, these calculation
patterns regularize the calculation of the butterfly kernels,
facilitating and enabling the code generation process. In this
section, we systematically summarize the integral and gen-
eral mathematical expressions for the symmetric and peri-
odic properties and extract relatively optimized calculation
patterns for radices of all natural numbers.

In our previous work [20], we empirically divide radix r
into two cases from the perspective of engineering require-
ments: 1) r is a prime number and 2) r is a power of two.How-
ever, this divisionmanner of r limits the generality of the code
generation framework, which means the framework does not
support generating butterfly kernels for radices beyond these
two cases, such as radices 6, 9, 10, and so on. However, a
native radix may be faster than mixed radices. For example,
radix 6 can be faster than the combination of radix 2 and radix
3when processing FFTs of power-of-six sizes.

In this paper, we improve and supplement the generality
of AutoFFT based on the previous work [20] so that it can
generate butterfly kernels for all natural numbers. Here, the
natural numbers are divided into three cases: r ¼ 2mþ 1,
r ¼ 4mþ 2, and r ¼ 4mþ 4. To simplify the representation
of the formulas in this section, we introduce the following
symbols:

ci ¼ xi þ xr�i; and di ¼ xi � xr�i
ui ¼ xr=2�i þ xr=2þi; and vi ¼ xr=2�i � xr=2þi:

4.1 The Symmetry Property

4.1.1 The r ¼ 2mþ 1 Radices

Let r ¼ 2mþ 1. In this case, twiddles are symmetric about the
x-axis. Fig. 2a presents twiddles’ characteristics of radix 3,
which complieswith r ¼ 2mþ 1.

According to Eq. (1), when calculating Y0 for the radix-r
butterfly, because k ¼ 0, the following equality is always true:
Wik

r ¼W 0
r ¼ 1. Thus, Y0 is calculated separately using Eq. (4)

Y0 ¼ x0 þ
Pm

i¼1 ci: (4)

For the remaining outputs Yk with k 2 ½1; r� 1�, we mini-
mize the number of floating-point operations by taking
advantage of the horizontal and vertical symmetries of the
DFT matrix.

Regarding the horizontal symmetry, Wik
r and W ðr�iÞk

r are

symmetric about the x-axis, andW ðr�iÞk
r ¼W�ik

r whichmeans
that ReðWik

r Þ ¼ ReðW�ik
r Þ and ImðWik

r Þ ¼ �ImðW�ik
r Þ. We

refer to this as the horizontal symmetry since it exploits the
reuse along each row in Eq. (2). For each Yk, we define
Wik

r ¼ aik þ bik � j andW ðr�iÞk
r ¼W�ik

r ¼ aik � bik � j. Based on
this symmetry, the calculation of Yk can be reduced by uniting
the like terms xiW

ik
r and xr�iW ðr�iÞk

r , as presented in Eq. (5)

Yk ¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
ik
r ¼ x0 þ

Xr�1
i¼1

xiW
ik
r

¼ x0 þ
Xm
i¼1

ci � aik þ
Xm
i¼1

di � bik � j:
(5)

Regarding the vertical symmetry, by observing Eqs. (5)
and (6), we find that Yk and Yr�k are like terms. We refer to
this as the vertical symmetry since it exploits the reuse
between rows in Eq. (2). Similar to Eq. (5), Yr�k can be calcu-
lated using Eq. (6). Accordingly, we further reduce the num-
ber of floating-point operations by uniting the like terms
and calculating Yk and Yr�k together

Yr�k ¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
iðr�kÞ
r

¼ x0 þ
Xr�1
i¼1

xiW
ir�ik
r

¼ x0 þ
Xr�1
i¼1

xiW
�ik
r

¼ x0 þ
Xm
i¼1

ci � aik �
Xm
i¼1

di � bik � j:

(6)

4.1.2 The r ¼ 4mþ 2 Radices

Let r ¼ 4mþ 2. In this case, twiddles are symmetric about the
x-axis and the y-axis. Fig. 2bpresents the symmetric character-
istics of radix-6 twiddles, which complieswith r ¼ 4mþ 2.

For Y0 and Yr=2, all required twiddles can be simplified to
W 0

r ¼ 1 and Wr=2
r ¼ �1; therefore, Y0 and Yr=2 are calculated

separately using Eq. (7)

Y0 ¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
i�0
r ¼

Xr=2�1
i¼0
ðxi þ xr�i�1Þ

Yr=2 ¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
i�r=2
r ¼

Xr=2�1
i¼0
ðx2i � x2iþ1Þ:

(7)

Compared with the r ¼ 2mþ 1 case, the r ¼ 4mþ 2 case
has better symmetry in both horizontal and vertical directions.

Regarding the horizontal symmetry,when r ¼ 4mþ 2,Wik
r ,

W ðr�iÞk
r ,W ðr=2�iÞk

r , andW ðr=2þiÞk
r are symmetric to some extent.

BecauseW ðr=2�iÞk
r ¼ ð�1ÞkW�ik

r andW ðr=2þiÞk
r ¼ ð�1ÞkWik

r , we

haveWik
r ¼ aik þ bik � j,W ðr�iÞk

r ¼ aik � bik � j,W ðr=2�iÞk
r ¼ ð�1Þk

ðaik � bik � jÞ and W ðr=2þiÞk
r ¼ ð�1Þkðaik þ bik � jÞ. Yk’s calcula-

tion can be reduced by uniting these like terms xiW
ik
r ,

xr=2�iW ðr=2�iÞk
r , xr=2þiW ðr=2þiÞk

r and xr�iW ðr�iÞk
r , as presented

in Eq. (8) where k 2 ½1;m�

Fig. 2. These three subfigures present the symmetries of twiddles of (a)
radix 3, (b) radix 6, and (c) radix 8, respectively. The red points should be
processed separately and the green points contain good symmetry.
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Yk ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkxr=2

þ
Xm
i¼1
ðci þ ð�1ÞkuiÞaik

þ
Xm
i¼1
ðdi � ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j:

(8)

Regarding the vertical symmetry, Yr�k, Yr=2�k, and Yr=2þk
can be calculated using Eq. (9). Because the four outputs Yk,
Yr�k, Yr=2�k, and Yr=2þk contain like terms, we optimize the
calculation by uniting their like terms and calculating these
four results together

Yr�k ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkxr=2

þ
Xm
i¼1
ðci þ ð�1ÞkuiÞaik �

Xm
i¼1
ðdi � ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j

Yr=2�k ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkþ1xr=2 þ
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðci � ð�1ÞkuiÞaik

�
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðdi þ ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j

Yr=2þk ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkþ1xr=2 þ
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðci � ð�1ÞkuiÞaik

þ
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðdi þ ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j:

(9)

4.1.3 The r ¼ 4mþ 4 Radices

Let r ¼ 4mþ 4. The calculation pattern for the r ¼ 4mþ 4
radices is very similar to the r ¼ 4mþ 2 case, where the
twiddles are symmetric about the x-axis and the y-axis.
Their main difference is that the former contains extra two
twiddles that are always symmetric about the x or y axis,
such as Wr=4�k

r and W 3r=4�k
r in Yk’s calculation. Hence, Y0,

Yr=2, Yr=4, and Y3r=4 can be calculated separately. The calcula-
tions of Y0 and Yr=2 remain the same as the r ¼ 4mþ 2 case
using Eq. (7). Regarding Yr=4, and Y3r=4, they are calculated
using Eq. (10). Fig. 2c presents twiddles’ characteristics of
radix 8, which complies with r ¼ 4mþ 4

Yr=4 ¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
i�r=4
r

¼
Xr=4�1
i¼0
ððx4i � x4iþ2Þ � ðx4iþ1 � x4iþ3Þ � jÞ

Y3r=4 ¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
i�3r=4
r

¼
Xr=4�1
i¼0
ððx4i � x4iþ2Þ þ ðx4iþ1 � x4iþ3Þ � jÞ:

(10)

The horizontal and vertical symmetries in the r ¼ 4mþ 4
radices are also similar to those in the r ¼ 4mþ 2 case. At
the same time, it should be noted that there are subtle differ-
ences between these two cases within the equations when
calculating Yr=2�k and Yr=2þk.

Regarding the horizontal symmetry, because W ðr=2�iÞk
r ¼

ð�1ÞkW�ik
r andW ðr=2þiÞk

r ¼ ð�1ÞkWik
r , we can unite like terms

xiW
ik
r , xr=2�iW ðr=2�iÞk

r , xr=2þiW ðr=2þiÞk
r and xr�iW ðr�iÞk

r for Yk,
as presented in Eq. (11) where k 2 ½1;m�

Yk ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkxr=2 þ xr=4W
r=4�k
r þ x3r=4W

3r=4�k
r

þ
Xm
i¼1
ðci þ ð�1ÞkuiÞaik þ

Xm
i¼1
ðdi � ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j:

(11)

Regarding the vertical symmetry, we use Eq. (12) to cal-
culate Yr�k, Yr=2�k, and Yr=2þk. Because the four outputs Yk,
Yr�k, Yr=2�k, and Yr=2þk are like terms, we optimize the calcu-
lations by uniting the like terms and calculating these four
results together

Yr�k ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkxr=2
þ
Xm
i¼1
ðci þ ð�1ÞkuiÞaik �

Xm
i¼1
ðdi � ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j

þ xr=4W
r=4�ðr�kÞ
r þ x3r=4W

3r=4�ðr�kÞ
r

Yr=2�k ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkþ1xr=2 þ
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðci þ ð�1ÞkuiÞaik

�
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðdi � ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j

þ xr=4W
r=4�ðr=2�kÞ
r þ x3r=4W

3r=4�ðr=2�kÞ
r

Yr=2þk ¼ x0 þ ð�1Þkþ1xr=2 þ
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðci þ ð�1ÞkuiÞaik

þ
Xm
i¼1
ð�1Þiðdi � ð�1ÞkviÞbik � j

þ xr=4W
r=4�ðr=2þkÞ
r þ x3r=4W

3r=4�ðr=2þkÞ
r :

(12)

4.2 The Periodic Property

The number of floating-point operations can be further
reduced by capitalizing on the twiddle periodicity. Let
p ¼ gcdðr; kÞ and q ¼ r=p. When p ¼ 1, Yk’s twiddles contain
only one period. When p 6¼ 1, Yk’s twiddles periodically
repeat at intervals of length q. We refer to this as the peri-
odic property. Consequently, inputs with a distance of q
multiply the same twiddle; therefore, we can obtain Eq. (13)

Yk ¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
ik
r

¼
Xr�1
i¼0

xiW
ðik mod rÞ
r

¼
Xp�1
s¼0

Xq�1
t¼0

xtþs�qWtk
r

¼
Xq�1
t¼0

Xp�1
s¼0

xtþs�q

 !
�Wtk

r :

(13)

In this way, we divide Yk’s r twiddles into p groups, and
each group contains the same q twiddles. Benefiting from
this periodic property, like terms occur when calculating Yk;
thus, we can reduce the number of floating-point operations
by uniting these like terms, as presented in Eq. (13).

We define a new complex sequence x̂ to represent the
inner summation of Eq. (13). Because each Yk contains its
own x̂, when k is given, p and q are settled. Hence, each ele-
ment of x̂ is defined in Eq. (14) with t 2 ½0; q � 1�; thus, the
Yk in Eq. (13) can be re-expressed as the Yk in Eq. (14)
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x̂ðt;kÞ ¼
Xp�1
s¼0

xtþs�q

Yk ¼
Xq�1
t¼0

x̂ðt;kÞ �Wtk
r :

(14)

Next, we extract the periodic properties of these three
cases (r ¼ 2mþ 1, r ¼ 4mþ 2, and r ¼ 4mþ 4) to further
reduce the number of floating-point operations. At a higher
level of abstraction, the periodic properties can be seen as
the outer framework of the symmetric properties.

4.2.1 The r ¼ 2mþ 1 Radices

In our previous work [20], because we have not considered
the periodicity of the r ¼ 2mþ 1 case, it only support the
generation of prime radices, such as 3 and 5. Here, we fur-
ther generalize the r ¼ 2mþ 1 radices by formulating and
combining the horizontal and vertical symmetries with the
periodicity, so that we can generate radices of all odd num-
bers, such as radix 9. We split and parameterize the calcula-
tion of Eqs. (5) and (6) into parts that are denoted as A, C,
and D, as shown in Eq. (15). Based on these parameters, the
Yk in Eq. (5) and the Yr�k in Eq. (6) are re-expressed in
Eq. (16). Since this calculation pattern can calculate two
results at a time, we call it the pair pattern

A ¼ x̂ð0;kÞ
C ¼ ðx̂ði;kÞ þ x̂ðq�i;kÞÞaik
D ¼ ðx̂ði;kÞ � x̂ðq�i;kÞÞbik � j

(15)

Yk ¼ Aþ
Xm
i¼1

C þ
Xm
i¼1

D

Yr�k ¼ Aþ
Xm
i¼1

C �
Xm
i¼1

D:

(16)

4.2.2 The r ¼ 4mþ 2 and r ¼ 4mþ 4 Radices

Considering that there are few differences in symmetry and
periodicity between the r ¼ 4mþ 2 case and the r ¼ 4mþ 4
case, we use a unified way to represent them. We define
(o ¼ r=2 mod 2) to distinguish these two cases. When
r ¼ 4mþ 2, o ¼ 1; otherwise, o ¼ 0. Unlike our previous
work [20], which only supports the r ¼ 4mþ 4 case for

power-of-two radices, this paper can generate radices of all
even number including power-of-two radices.

To combine the horizontal and vertical symmetries with
the periodicity for the r ¼ 4mþ 2 and r ¼ 4mþ 4 radices,
we parameterize their calculation patterns of Yk, Yr�k, Yr=2�k,
and Yr=2þk using A, B, C, and D, as shown in Eq. (17). Based
on these parameters, these outputs can be re-expressed as
Eq. (18). Since this calculation pattern can calculate four
results at a time, we call it the quad pattern. Note that when
r ¼ 4mþ 4, Yr=4 and Y3r=4 are calculated separately here
based on A and B. When k ¼ r=4, o ¼ 0 and p ¼ q ¼ 4; there-
fore, we obtain Yr=4 ¼ AþB, and Y3r=4 ¼ A�B

A ¼ x̂ð0;kÞ � x̂ðq=2;kÞ
B ¼ ð1� oÞððx̂ðq=4;kÞ � x̂ð3q=4;kÞÞ � ImðWk

4pÞ � jÞ
C ¼ ððx̂ði;kÞ þ x̂ðq�i;kÞÞ

þ ð�1Þkþoðx̂ðq=2�i;kÞ þ x̂ðq=2þi;kÞÞÞaik
D ¼ ððx̂ði;kÞ � x̂ðq�i;kÞÞ

� ð�1Þkþoðx̂ðq=2�i;kÞ � x̂ðq=2þi;kÞÞÞbik � j

(17)

Yk ¼ AþBþ
Xq=4�1
i¼1

C þ
Xq=4�1
i¼1

D

Yr�k ¼ A�Bþ
Xq=4�1
i¼1

C �
Xq=4�1
i¼1

D

Yr=2�k ¼ A�Bþ
Xq=4�1
i¼1
ð�1Þi � C �

Xq=4�1
i¼1
ð�1Þi �D

Yr=2þk ¼ AþBþ
Xq=4�1
i¼1
ð�1Þi � C þ

Xq=4�1
i¼1
ð�1Þi �D:

(18)

5 FFT KERNEL GENERATION

5.1 The Computational Template Designer

The template-based code generation system is built on the
pair and quad patterns. To make full use of these patterns
and enable the code generation, we introduce a computa-
tional template designer. The template designer takes these
two patterns as inputs and then obtains high-level computa-
tional templates as outputs. The computational templates
are the basis of the code generation system. They consist of
meta templates and hybrid templates. Meta templates are
predefined hardcoded C preprocessor macros representing
some basic arithmetic operations on complex numbers.
Hybrid templates are defined as high-level C functions
extracted by the designer according to the pair and quad
patterns (Eqs. (16) and (18)). This is because the value of
radix r determines the number and type of meta templates
used in hybrid templates. Note that the input sequence x is
equal to the original inputs multiplied by twiddles, and Y is
the transformed result.

5.1.1 Meta Templates

As presented in Section 4, butterfly calculations consist of
some arithmetic operations on complex numbers; therefore,
we define these operation units as meta templates in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Meta templates supported in AutoFFT.
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� CPX_ADD(), CPX_SUB(), and CPX_MUL() repre-
sent complex addition, subtraction, and multiplica-
tion, respectively.

� CPX_MLAðout; in1; in2; sÞ represents the fused mul-
tiply-add (FMA) operation on complex numbers. It is
used for the accumulation operations in Eqs. (16) and
(18). Likewise, CPX_MUL_Sðout; in; sÞ is used for
these two equations to complete the multiplication
between a complex number in and a real number s.

� CPX_OUTðhead; tail; A;BÞ is used to calculate a pair
of results (such as Yk and Yr�k, and Yr=4�k and
Y3r=4�k), as presented in Eqs. (16) and (18).

5.1.2 Hybrid Templates

Hybrid templates are extracted and formalized by the
computational template designer to implement the pair pat-
tern (Eq. (16)) for r ¼ 2mþ 1 radices, and the quad pattern
(Eq. (18)) for r ¼ 4mþ 2 and r ¼ 4mþ 4 radices, as shown
in Fig. 4.

� CALC_LIKE_TERMSðadd; sub; in; rÞ unites like terms.
When r ¼ 2mþ 1, according to Eq. (15), add stores
(x0), (x1 þ xr�1); . . . ; (xm þ xr�m), and sub stores (�x0),
(x1 � xr�1); . . . ; (xm � xr�m). When r is an even num-
ber, according to Eq. (17), add stores (x0 þ xm), (x1 þ
xr�1); . . . ; (xm þ xr�m), and sub stores (x0 � xm), (x1 �
xr�1); . . . ; (xm � xr�m); in contains x0 þ � � � þ xr�1.

� CALC_OUT_SPECIALðout; add; sub; rÞ adopts Eq. (4)
to separately calculate Y0 when r is an odd number;
when r is an even number, it separately calculates Y0

and Yr=2 using Eq. (7).
� CALC_OUT_PAIRðout; add; sub; k; rÞ implements the

pair pattern (Yk and Yr�k) according to Eq. (16).
Because this process only involves basic complex

number operations, we simplify the expressions for
calculating Eq. (15)’s x̂=A=C=D for readability.

� CALC_OUT_QUADðout; add; sub; k; rÞ implements
the quad pattern (Yk, Yr=2�k, Yr=2þk, and Yr�k) accord-
ing to Eq. (18). In addition, Yr=4 and Y3r=4 are calcu-
lated separately. We simplify the expressions for
calculating Eq. (17)’s x̂=A=B=C=D for readability.

Algorithm 2. FFT kernel(out, in, tw, r, butterfly num,
isFirst)

Input: in[]: inputs; tw[]: twiddles; r: radix; butterfly num: the
number of butterflies; isFirst: whether it is the first stage.

Output: out[]: outputs.
1: for i 0 to butterfly num do
2: butterfly kernel(out, in, tw, r, i, isFirst)
3: end for

5.2 The C FFT Kernel Generator

After we obtain the computational templates, a C FFT kernel
generator is designed to generate integral FFT kernels that
can independently calculate DFTs. According to Algorithm
1, this generator takes a given radix r (an arbitrary natural
number) as input and calls the needed computational tem-
plates, then an efficient C FFT kernel for the given radix r
can be automatically generated.

The butterfly kernel is the core computing module for
calculating one butterfly, so its implementation and optimi-
zation are critical to the overall performance. In Algorithm
1, lines 1�7 load and multiply the inputs and twiddles and
then store the results in the temporary complex array
tmpIn. In the first stage, all twiddles equal 1; thus, lines 3�6
are skipped. Line 9 calls CALC LIKE TERMS() to calculate
the like terms that can be reused by other hybrid templates.
When r is an odd number, line 10 calls CALC OUT SPE-
CIAL() to calculate Y0, and lines 12�14 then perform the
pair pattern. When r is an even number, line 10 calculates
Y0 and Yr=2, and lines 16�18 perform the quad pattern.
Finally, line 20 stores the results in out.

The FFT kernel is adopted to process multiple butterflies
in a for-loop, as shown in Algorithm 2. According to the
Stockham FFT network, adjacent butterflies can be calcu-
lated together, so we can SIMDize the for-loop to improve
the performance of the FFT kernel.

5.3 The Assembly Template Optimizer

The C FFT kernel generator is mostly concerned with reduc-
ing floating-point operations. However, the underlying hard-
ware designs for factors such as registers and pipeline
structure also have a high impact on the performance. To fur-
ther exploit the hardware resources, we need to accelerate
and transform the C FFT kernels into assembly kernels. To
automate the transformation process for varying architec-
tures, the assembly template optimizer is introduced. The
optimizer takes optimization templates as inputs, and then
automatically transforms the C FFT kernels into assembly
according to the register allocation strategy, which is defined
based on the underlying architectures. The optimization tem-
plates are hardcoded architecture-specific assembly templates
that are transformed from the high-levelmeta templates.

Fig. 4. Hybrid templates supported in AutoFFT.
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5.3.1 Butterfly Vectorization

Most modern CPUs provide SIMD techniques to boost per-
formance; therefore, AutoFFT adopts the SIMD-friendly
Stockham FFT network. In this network, the inputs and out-
puts of adjacent butterflies are contiguous in memory;
therefore, Algorithm 2 can be SIMDized to calculate multi-
ple butterflies simultaneously. Fig. 5 presents how to SIMD-
ize multiple radix-2 butterflies for a sequence of length N .
Four adjacent radix-2 butterflies are represented by four col-
ors. One radix-2 butterfly requires two inputs (such as x 0[0]
and x 0[1]) and yields two outputs (Y 0[0] and Y 0[1]).

5.3.2 Instruction Mapping

We define instruction mapping rules to translate the high-
level computational templates into architecture-specific
hardcoded optimization templates by selecting and schedul-
ing efficient assembly instructions. AutoFFT currently
focuses on the ARMv8 ISA and the x86-64 ISA. Their instruc-
tion mapping rules are listed in Fig. 6. When SIMDizing but-
terflies on the ARMv8 architecture, we use two 128-bit
registers to separately hold four complex numbers’ real and
imaginary parts. On the Intel Haswell and AMD Zen archi-
tectures, we use one 256-bit register to hold four complex
numbers by interleaving their real and imaginary parts. We
adopt this approach for the following reasons: 1) AVX2 does
not support efficient load/store instructions such as ld2/st2
instructions in ARM NEON; and 2) AVX2 provides the
vaddsubps instruction to efficiently perform multiplication
on complex numbers for the interleaved pattern.

To keep every execution unit of the processor busy with
instructions, AutoFFT reorders the instruction streams using
the following two methods. 1) Detach instructions with
dependencies, especially for memory instructions and corre-
sponding arithmetic instructions. Because the latencies of
memory instructions are high, we insert independent instruc-
tions between the memory instructions and the correspond-
ing dependent arithmetic instructions. 2) Rearrange
independent instructions based on the functionalities of the
issue ports. For example, the issue ports 0/1/5 of the Haswell
architecture perform arithmetic operations, and independent
instructions such as floating-point multiplication, FMA, and
shuffle can be dispatched to these three ports in parallel [44].

Benefiting from the optimization templates, when new
architectures emerge, we only need to implement the

corresponding optimization templates. As shown in Fig. 6,
the optimization templates use register aliases instead of
physical vector registers. In the following, we define the reg-
ister allocation strategy for different radices to transform the
C FFT kernels into corresponding assembly FFT kernels.

5.3.3 Register Allocation Strategy

Vector registers are scarce resources in modern CPUs. We
design a strict vector register allocation strategy to make
full use of register resources and enable the automatic gen-
eration of assembly FFT kernels. The register allocation
strategy contains two steps. The first step is the the register
alias usage step, which is used to reduce the difficulty of
the generation of assembly FFT kernels. The second step is
the vector register mapping step, which is used to complete
the mappings between register aliases and vector registers.

Register Alias Usage. The number of vector registers in
modern CPUs is limited. ARMv8 processors contain 32 128-
bit vector registers, while Intel Haswell and AMD Zen pro-
cessors contain 16 256-bit vector registers. Because AMD
Zen and Intel Haswell have the same amount of registers,
and their register alias usages are the same, we omit the
repeated description of AMD Zen’s register alias usage for
simplicity. During the process of assembly FFT kernel gen-
eration, vector registers become increasingly scarce as the
radix increases, so we introduce register aliases to reduce
the difficulty of assembly code generation. By using register
aliases, we do not need to worry about whether the number
of physical vector registers meets the needs of assembly
code generation. In this step, only register aliases are used
in the generated assembly FFT kernels.

The main idea of register alias usage is to group register
aliases according to their functionalities in Algorithm 1 and
to strictly define the usage rules and the required amount of
register aliases of each group. According to Algorithm 1,
AutoFFT divides register aliases into four groups: the input
group, the twiddle group, the temporary group, and the

Fig. 5. SIMDize four adjacent radix-2 butterflies. Note that in the ith
stage, in stride ¼ N=2 and out stride ¼ 2i.

Fig. 6. Instruction mapping rules between meta templates and optimiza-
tion templates.
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output group. We now analyze the required register aliases
of the four groups for the radix-r kernel.

On the ARMv8 architecture, the input group requires 2r
registers for tmpIn, the twiddle group requires 2r� 2 regis-
ters for tmpTW , and the temporary group requires 2r regis-
ters for add=sub. The other required registers in the
temporary group and the output group are as follows:
1) When r is an odd number, the temporary variables (rr/
ii/ri/ir used in CPX MUL() and C=D used in
CALC OUT PAIR()) occupy 8 registers. In addition, 4 regis-
ters are needed to hold a pair of outputs. Thus, the sum of
the required registers is 6rþ 10. 2) When r is an even num-
ber, CALC OUT QUAD()’s A=B=C1=C2=D1=D2 occupy 12
temporary registers, and 8 registers for four outputs are
required. Thus, the sum of the required registers is 6rþ 18.
On the Haswell architecture, because we use one 256-bit reg-
ister to process 4 complex numbers, when r is an odd num-
ber, the sum of the required registers is 3rþ 5; when r is an
even number, the sum of the required registers is 3rþ 9.

Vector Register Mapping. So far, the assembly FFT kernels
generated from the register alias usage step only use regis-
ter aliases, however, to complete the code generation and
obtain runnable assembly FFT kernels, we still need to
replace register aliases with physical vector registers.
Hence, the main idea of the vector register mapping step is
to construct the mappings between register aliases and
physical vector registers. Because AMD Zen and Intel Has-
well have the same register resources, we omit the repeated
description of AMD Zen’s register mapping rule for sim-
plicity. The register mapping rule varies for different radi-
ces and can be divided into the following three cases based
on Algorithm 1:

(1) Small Radices. According to the analysis in the register
alias usage step, 1) when r is an odd number, on the
ARMv8 architecture, where the required vector registers are
6rþ 10 � 32, we have r � 11=3. On the Haswell architec-
ture, where 3rþ 5 � 16, we have r � 11=3; therefore, radix 3
is a small radix. 2) When r is an even number, on the
ARMv8 architecture, where 6rþ 18 � 32, we have r � 7=3;
on the Haswell architecture, where 3rþ 9 � 16, we have
r � 7=3. Therefore, radix 2 is a small radix. Hence, there are
sufficient registers for each group to independently perform
their tasks for radices 2 and 3.

(2) Medium Radices. As the radix grows, the four groups
require more vector registers, and the register resources
become insufficient to independently perform the tasks for
the four groups. Thus, we reuse registers according to the
following four rules: 1) Reuse tmpTW . the operations
between twiddles and inputs are independent; therefore, it
is unnecessary to load all twiddles at once, and we suggest
loading 4 twiddles each time. After the complex number
multiplications are completed, the registers can be reused
for the next 4 twiddles. In addition, after completing lines
1�7 of Algorithm 1, the registers used for tmpTW can be
freed. 2) Reuse tmpIn. For CALC LIKE TERMS() in line 9,
we introduce one temporary complex number to stagger
the registers used for add=sub and tmpIn; then, add=sub can
reuse tmpIN’s registers. 3) Reuse the temporary registers.
Temporary registers can also be used for the rr/ii/ri/ir of
CPX MUL(). 4) Reuse tmpOut. In lines 13 and 17, after
obtaining an output, we immediately store it in memory,

which means the output group only needs to maintain one
complex number.

As analyzed above, on the ARMv8 architecture, lines 1�7
in Algorithm 1 require 2rþ 8 registers for tmpIn and
tmpTW . Subsequently, we have the following: 1) When r is
an odd number, lines 9�20 require only 2rþ 6 registers: the
temporary group requires 2r registers for add=sub, 4 regis-
ters are used for the temporary variables, and tmpOut
requires 2 registers. By adopting the four reuse rules, 2rþ 8
registers are sufficient because they can be reused in lines
9�20; if 2rþ 8 � 32, we have r � 12. Similarly, the Haswell
architecture requires rþ 4 registers; if rþ 4 � 16, we have
r � 12; therefore, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are medium radices. 2)
When r is an even number, on the ARMv8 architecture,
lines 9�20 require 2rþ 12 registers, which is larger than
2rþ 8: add=sub require 2r registers, the temporary variables
require 12 registers, and tmpOut requires 2 registers. When
2rþ 14 � 32, we have r � 9. Similarly, the Haswell architec-
ture requires rþ 7 registers. When rþ 7 � 16, we have
r � 9; therefore, 4, 6, and 8 are medium radices.

(3) Large Radices. When r > 11, vector register resources
are insufficient: we have to use stack or memory instruc-
tions to temporarily hold relevant data, which degrades the
performance. Large radices require more vector registers,
which are limited in modern CPUs. AutoFFT provides C
FFT kernels to perform the FFT computation for large radi-
ces. Specialized FFT algorithms, such as Rader’s algo-
rithm [2], can achieve better performance than the Cooley-
Tukey algorithm for large radices.

To replace register aliases with specific physical vector
registers for assembly kernels of small and medium radices,
the template optimizer maintains a register resource pool
and a lookup register usage table based on the register map-
ping rule to guarantee the consistency of vector register
usage across the instruction streams. As analyzed above,
because there are sufficient vector registers for small radices,
the optimizer can directly take out the required registers in
the resource pool and map specific vector registers to corre-
sponding register aliases in the register usage table. For
medium radices, because we have strictly defined the regis-
ter mapping rule for them above, the optimizer determines
the exact reuse time of different registers based on the four
register reuse rules and fills out the register usage table.
When a vector register is ready for reuse, it will be labeled
the “usable” tag and returned to the register resource pool.

The register allocation strategy essentially is determined
by the number and the width of SIMD registers, so it can be
easily extended to the future ARM SVE and AVX-512 by
replacing the number and the width of corresponding
SIMD registers. Because the FFT kernels of radices 2/3/4/
5/6/7/8/9/11 (small and medium radices) are well-opti-
mized assembly code, AutoFFT is best at computing FFTs of
sizes of the form 2a3b5c7d11e (the exponents are arbitrary).
FFTs of other sizes are slower because they need to call the
C FFT kernels of large radices. Regardless, sizes of the form
2a3b5c7d11e meet the needs of most applications.

6 BUTTERFLY NETWORK OPTIMIZATIONS

The butterfly network determines data access patterns and
the order in which the needed FFT kernels are executed for
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a given DFT problem. Even for the same butterfly network,
different implementations and optimizations can lead to
different performances. Fig. 7 presents the differences
between the traditional decimation-in-time (DIT) [45] net-
work and the Stockham network when processing the FFT
of size eight. This section describes the specific implementa-
tions and optimizations adopted in AutoFFT’s network.

6.1 Specific Implementations of the Stockham
Network

The Stockham network is organized as a three-level net-
work in AutoFFT. These three levels are embodied as
three for-loops in the concrete implementation, as shown in
Algorithms 2 and 3. Here, we define the outermost for-loop
(Algorithm 3’s line 3) as the stage loop, the middle for-loop
(Algorithm 3’s line 7) as the section loop, and the innermost
loop as the butterfly loop (Algorithm 2’s line 1). In this
stage-section-butterfly network, the number of butterflies in
each stage is always equal to the given FFT size N over the
adopted radix r (N=r). In addition, one stage contains at
least one section, which contains at least one butterfly. Fig. 8
shows the stage-section-butterfly network of an eight-point
FFT based on radix 2. In this example, the first stage con-
tains four sections, and each section contains one radix-2
butterfly; the second stage contains two sections, and each
section contains two radix-2 butterflies; and the third stage
contains one section, which contains four radix-2 butterflies.

Algorithm 3 presents the pseudocode of the three-level
network. Compared with traditional Cooley-Tukey net-
works, such as the DIT network and decimation-in-fre-
quency (DIF) [45] network, the three-level network contains
three advantages: 1) No explicit bit-reversal permutation. In
traditional butterfly networks, such as the DIT network
shown in Fig. 7, the explicit bit-reversal permutation is
required to reorder data from the natural order to the bit-
reversed order. The bit-reversal permutation introduces
extra and incoherent memory accesses, which can be expen-
sive. Moreover, incoherent memory accesses can cause diffi-
culties in unifying memory access patterns of inputs and
outputs. Because both inputs and outputs of the three-level
network are in the natural order, no explicit bit-reversal per-
mutation is required. 2) SIMD-friendly. Considering that
memory layouts of inputs and outputs of adjacent butter-
flies in each section are contiguous, we can easily SIMDize
multiple adjacent butterflies in each section. 3) Mixed radi-
ces support. Since inputs and outputs are in the natural
order, our network supports the lengths of arbitrary combi-
nations of varying radices.

Algorithm 3. The Overview of the Butterfly Network

Input: in[]: inputs; radix[]: required radices in each stage; tw[]:
twiddles; stage num: stages in the network; section num:
sections in each stage.

Output: out[]: outputs.
1: r radix[0], butterfly num=1
2: FFT kernel(out, in, NULL, r, section num, 1)
3: for i 1 to stage num do
4: butterfly num=butterfly num*r
5: r radix[i] // radix in stage i
6: section num=section num/r
7: for j 0 to section num do
8: FFT kernel(out, in, tw, r, butterfly num, 0)
9: end for
10: end for

6.2 Optimizations in the First Stage

As shown in Fig. 8 and Algorithm 3, the first stage of the
network is processed and optimized independently to fur-
ther exploit the parallelism: 1) Unlike the other stages, twid-
dles in the first stage are always equal to the constant 1
according to the definition of twiddles, so memory read
operations of twiddles and complex number multiplications
between inputs and twiddles can be completely eliminated.
2) Since each section of the first stage only contains one but-
terfly, instead of SIMDizing butterflies within one section in
the section level similar to other stages, we need to directly
SIMDize butterflies across multiple sections in the first
stage. 3) To avoid explicit bit-reversal permutation and
unify memory access patterns for other stages, we rearrange
the memory layout of computational results of the first
stage, so the output stride of memory store operations in
the first stage is different from those in other stages. The
output stride can be calculated using Eq. (19), where radix½�
holds the radix of each stage. Regarding the input stride
in stride, it is equal toN=radix for all stages

out stride ¼ 1; stage 1ði ¼ 0ÞQi�1
j¼0 radix½j�; stage iþ 1 ði > 0Þ

�
:

(19)

Fig. 7. Dataflows of the DIT network and the Stockham network when
processing the FFTof size eight.

Fig. 8. The stage-section-butterfly network diagram for the FFT of size
eight. Red arrows represent one section in each stage.
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6.3 Cache-Friendly Butterfly Execution Order

The CPU cache system has an important impact on the per-
formance of the FFT. Usually, the execution order of butter-
flies is performed stage-by-stage (breadth-first order) in
accordance with the butterfly network. For example, butter-
flies in the second stage need to wait for all butterflies in the
first stage to complete before they can be executed. In this
way, when the FFT size is large, it is very likely to cause L1
cache misses: the preceding butterfly calculation results in
the current stage will be replaced out of L1 cache by the
results of subsequent butterflies, resulting in cache misses
when butterflies in the next stage read their inputs.

To make better use of the cache system and reduce L1
cache misses, we adopt a cache-friendly manner to deter-
mine the execution order of butterflies in the butterfly net-
work: 1) Butterflies of the first two stages are executed in
the depth-first order; and 2) butterflies of the remaining
stages are executed in the breadth-first order. Fig. 9 presents
the depth-first execution order of the first two stages. In this
example, we assume the SIMD width is 2 for simplicity. To
ensure that the inputs (green points) for the blue butterflies
in the second stage are not replaced out of L1 cache when
reading them, we will calculate the blue butterflies as soon
as the calculations of the red butterflies are complete.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of AutoFFT on
server-grade ARMv8 and x86-64 (Intel Haswell and AMD

Zen) CPUs. AutoFFT supports complex/real and out-of-
place/in-place FFT computations. Because FFTW, ARMPL,
and Intel MKL are the most widely used and mature FFT
libraries, we compare the performance of AutoFFT with
them. For a one-dimensional (1D) FFT of length N with an
execution time of t seconds, we report its performance in
GFlops according to Eq. (20) [46], which is adopted in the
well-known benchmark benchFFT [47]. Note that the x-axis
of figures in this section represents the transform sizeN

GFlops ¼ 5N � log 2N � 10�9
t

: (20)

The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. Our
experiments take the C version of AutoFFT as the baseline to
determine the performance boost achieved by AutoFFT’s
assembly kernels. In our experiments, we use the
FFTW MEASURE flag for all FFT plans. Considering Intel
MKL’s FFTW interfaces and its API share the same source
code [48], we use the FFTW interfaces for Intel MKL in our
experiments. In addition, because AMD takes FFTW as their
official FFT library of AOCL [23], our experiments use the
pre-built FFTW-3.3.8 library,which is compiled and provided
by AOCL. For simplicity, we define a new naming scheme (a
two-part string) that reflects the name of the FFT library
(AutoFFT/FFTW/ARMPL/MKL) and out-of-place/in-place
(out/in) FFT computations for the experimental figures. For
example, AutoFFT-out denotes an out-of-place transform of
AutoFFT. Because the 1D complex-to-complex (C2C) FFT is
the core operation of other transforms, we conduct an in-
depth analysis of the performance of the 1DC2C FFT.

Fig. 10 shows the performances of the 1D C2C FFTs of
AutoFFT, FFTW, ARMPL, and the baseline on the ARMv8
architecture. AutoFFT is faster than FFTW and ARMPL for
both single-precision (SP) and double-precision (DP)
sequences. From the C2C FFTs’ performance curves on the

Fig. 9. The depth-first butterfly execution order in the first two stages.
The order in which the butterflies of the first stage (red butterflies) is cal-
culated depends on what inputs are required for the butterflies of the
second stage (blue butterflies). For simplicity, we assume the SIMD
width is 2 (SIMDize two blue butterflies) in this example.

TABLE 1
Experimental Environment

CPU FT-2000+ Xeon E7-4850 v3 Hygon C86 7185
Arch. AArch64 Haswell Zen
Frequency 2.2 GHz 2.2 GHz 2.0 GHz
SIMD 128 256 256
L1 cache 32 KB 32 KB 32 KB
GCC 4.9.3 5.5.0 4.9.4
FFTW 3.3.8 3.3.8 3.3.8
ARMPL 19.2.0 - -
Intel MKL - 2019 Update 4 -

Fig. 10. The 1D C2C FFT performances on ARMv8 CPUs.
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ARMv8 architecture in Fig. 10, we can conclude the follow-
ing. 1) These three libraries achieve similar performance
trends. When the FFT size is small and the transformed data
can reside in the cache system, the performance increases as
the FFT size increases;when the FFT size is large and the cache
system cannot hold all needed data, the cache miss rate is
high; so the performance decreases as the FFT size increases.
Hence, the performances of these libraries first increase and
then decrease as the FFT size increases. 2) Compared with
other libraries, the performance of AutoFFT stands out when
processing FFTs of non-power-of-two sizes. In addition, the
performance gaps between AutoFFT and the other libraries
on single-precision sequences are larger than those on dou-
ble-precision sequences. 3) Compared with AutoFFT and
FFTW, ARMPL’s performance gaps between the out-of-place
transform and the corresponding in-place transform are
larger. We believe that the performance of ARMPL’s in-place
transforms can be further improved. Table 2 lists the C2C FFT
average speedups of AutoFFT compared with FFTW,
ARMPL, and the baseline onARMv8CPUs.

Fig. 11 shows the performances of the 1D C2C FFTs for
AutoFFT, FFTW, Intel MKL, and the baseline on the Intel
Haswell architecture. Based on the performance curves of
C2C FFTs on the Intel Haswell architecture in Fig. 11, we
can conclude the following. 1) The performance trends

among AutoFFT, FFTW, and Intel MKL are similar, but
FFTW is generally slower than AutoFFT and Intel MKL. 2)
Compared with AutoFFT’s C kernels, its assembly kernels
achieve higher speedup on Intel Haswell than on ARMv8.
3) Intel MKL performs very well when the FFT size is a
power of two. For FFT sizes below 2,048, AutoFFT is faster
than Intel MKL. However, when the FFT size exceeds 2,048,
Intel MKL is close to that of AutoFFT, especially for DP
floating-point data. There are two possible reasons for this
difference in performance between AutoFFT and Intel
MKL. First, in addition to the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, Intel
MKL may adopt other FFT algorithms, such as the four-step
FFT algorithm (or six-step, depending on the number of
transpositions) [49], the split-radix [5], and the Rader-Bren-
ner [6] algorithms, to obtain higher performance at large
scales. Second, because our FFT kernels are autogenerated,
they can be further improved by adopting instruction reor-
dering and data prefetching. Table 3 lists the C2C FFT aver-
age speedups of AutoFFT compared with FFTW, ARMPL,
and the baseline on Intel Haswell CPUs.

Fig. 12 shows the performances of the 1D C2C FFTs for
AutoFFT, FFTW, and the baseline on the AMD Zen architec-
ture. As shown in Fig. 12, the performance of AutoFFT is
relatively stable at different sizes, and even when the data
size is large, it still achieves good performance. Besides, the

TABLE 2
The C2C FFTAverage Speedups Obtained by AutoFFT

on ARMv8 CPUs

Data Size
Single Precision Double Precision

FFTW ARMPL Baseline FFTW ARMPL Baseline

2n 1.53 3.01 3.24 1.72 2.56 2.63
Non-2n 1.98 1.77 2.99 1.49 1.63 1.76

Fig. 11. The 1D C2C FFT performances on Intel Haswell CPUs.

TABLE 3
The C2C FFTAverage Speedups Obtained by AutoFFT

on Intel Haswell CPUs

Data Size
Single Precision Double Precision

FFTW MKL Baseline FFTW MKL Baseline

2n 2.82 1.46 10.1 1.93 1.59 4.7
Non-2n 2.84 1.52 8.32 1.97 1.72 4.44

Fig. 12. The 1D C2C FFT performances on AMD Zen CPUs.
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performances of AutoFFT’s in-place and out-of-place trans-
forms are close and stable, however, most of FFTW’s in-
place transforms are slower than its corresponding out-of-
place transforms. Table 4 lists the C2C FFT average speed-
ups of AutoFFT compared with FFTW, ARMPL, and the
baseline on AMD Zen CPUs. Compared with FFTW,
AutoFFT has significant performance advantages on the
AMD Zen architecture.

As illustrated in Section 4, the symmetric (the horizontal
and vertical symmetries, described in Section 4.1) and periodic
(described in Section 4.2) properties of the DFT matrix are
adopted to reduce the number of floating-point operations of
the butterflies. We call these three algorithmic optimizations
as the horizontal optimization, the vertical optimization, and
the periodic optimization, respectively. In this part, we evalu-
ate the performance effect of these three optimizations by com-
paring them with the DFT implementation (the baseline for
these three algorithmic optimizations). For simplicity, we
defineOpt to represent the fully optimized kernels (optimized
by the horizontal, vertical, and periodic optimizations), Sym to
represent the kernels optimized by the horizontal and vertical
optimizations, andHor to represent the kernels only optimized
by the horizontal optimization. Fig. 13 presents the perfor-
mance speedups of Opt, Sym, and Hor by comparing them
with the baseline. From this figure,we can see the performance
improvements brought by these three optimizations step by
step. Theoretically, for non-power-of-two radices, the horizon-
tal and vertical symmetries reduce arithmetic operations by a
factor of 4 (Both the horizontal and vertical optimizations can
halve the amount of the arithmetic operations by combining
like terms). However, Sym and Hor are only up to 2.79 times
and 1.87 times faster than the baseline, respectively. The main
reasonwhy Sym cannot achieve the theoretical 4x performance
boost (and why Hor cannot achieve the theoretical 2x perfor-
mance boost) is that althoughwe reduced the arithmetic oper-
ations of the Cooley-Tukey FFT kernels by a factor of 4, we did
not reduce any memory operations. As we all know, memory

operations are muchmore costly than arithmetic operations in
modern CPUs. Because the periodic property can further
reduce the arithmetic floating-point operations by a factor of
gcdðk; rÞ for each output Yk of radix r,Opt achieves better per-
formance than Sym. The performance curves in Fig. 13 confirm
this point: the red curves of these two subfigures are above the
corresponding green curves. The average speedups of Opt,
Sym, andHor over the baseline are listed in Table 5.

In many applications, the inputs or outputs are real num-
bers. AutoFFT currently supports the following trans-
forms [50]: real-to-complex (R2C); complex-to-real (C2R);
three types of real-to-real (R2R) transforms (real-to-“half-
complex”/“half-complex”-to-real (R2HC/HC2R); the dis-
crete Hartley transform (DHT); four kinds of discrete cosine
transforms (DCT I�IV); and four kinds of discrete sine
transforms (DST I�IV)). To reduce unnecessary computa-
tions and memory access, we adopt two reduction methods
to summarize and extract unified optimization patterns of
real FFTs. The first one is the complex reduction. For FFTs
with N real number inputs, the complex reduction is
defined to take N real numbers as N=2 complex numbers
and perform the N=2-point complex FFT, after that, split
operations are applied on the transformed results. Each real
FFT conducts a split operation according to its definitions.
The second one is the real reduction. Because DCT/DST
contains special symmetric properties in its inputs, the real
reduction is defined to reduce a N-point real FFT to a
N=2-point real FFT. Due to the space limitations of this
paper, we present the performances of the R2C/C2R and
R2R REDFT01/REDFT10 real FFTs below.

In Table 6, we provide the real FFT average speedups on
ARMv8, Intel Haswell, and AMD Zen architectures. 1) On
the ARMv8 architecture, because ARMPL does not support
real FFTs other than R2C/C2R FFTs, we provide the per-
formances of only ARMPL’s R2C/C2R FFTs here. Fig. 14
shows that the performances of AutoFFT’s real FFTs outper-
form those of FFTW, ARMPL, and the baseline, especially
when the FFT size is large. In general, most of the character-
istics of the real FFTs’ performance curves are similar to the
C2C FFTs’ performance curves on the ARMv8 architecture.
However, compared with other libraries, ARMPL’s perfor-
mance curves of R2C/C2R FFTs decrease faster as the FFT
size increases. Its performance curves are very close to or
even lower than those of the baseline at large scales, espe-
cially for the in-place transforms. 2) Fig. 15 shows the per-
formances of real FFTs of AutoFFT, FFTW, Intel MKL, and
the baseline on the Intel Haswell architecture. For R2C/C2R
FFTs, FFTW is generally slower than AutoFFT and Intel
MKL, and AutoFFT is faster than MKL FFT in most cases, as
shown in Figs. 15a and 15b. For R2R REDFT01/REDFT10,

TABLE 4
The C2C FFTAverage Speedups Obtained by AutoFFT

on AMD Zen CPUs

Data Size
Single Precision Double Precision

FFTW Baseline FFTW Baseline

2n 1.59 5.33 1.35 3
Non-2n 1.92 5.96 1.61 2.77

Fig. 13. These two subfigures present the performance speedups ofOpt,
Sym, and Hor over the DFT implementation of power-of-six and power-
of-nine sizes respecively on the ARMv8 architecture. From these two
subfigures, we can clearly see the empirical performance effect of the
horizontal, vertical, and periodic optimizations.

TABLE 5
The Average Speedups of the Symmetric (the Horizontal and
Vertical Symmetries) and Periodic Properties Over the DFT

Implementation on ARMv8 CPUs

Data Size
Single Precision Double Precision

Opt Sym Hor Opt Sym Hor

6n 2.9 2.51 1.73 2.74 2.23 1.64
9n 2.76 2.3 1.51 2.59 2.14 1.6
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AutoFFT outperforms the other two libraries, and FFTW is
much slower than AutoFFT and Intel MKL, and the R2R
FFT performances of FFTW and the baseline are very close,
as shown in Figs. 15c and 15d. 3) Fig. 16 presents the per-
formances of real FFTs of AutoFFT, FFTW and the baseline
on the AMD Zen architecture. The performances in Fig. 16
show that AutoFFT outperforms FFTW, and we believe that

AutoFFT is the best choice for the AMD Zen CPUs. Differ-
ent from R2C/C2R FFTs in Figs. 16a and 16b, we can see
that the R2R FFT performances of FFTW and the baseline
are very close, as shown in Figs. 16c and 16d. This phenome-
non also exists in Intel Haswell architecture, and we believe
that FFTW can further optimize real FFTs and achieve better
performances on these two architectures.

TABLE 6
The Real FFTAverage Speedups Obtained by AutoFFTon ARMv8, Intel Haswell, and AMD Zen Architectures

Architecture FFT Type
Single Precision Double Precision

FFTW ARMPL MKL Baseline FFTW ARMPL MKL Baseline

ARMv8
R2C/C2R 1.71 2.01 - 2.82 1.61 1.91 - 1.77

R2R 2.04 - - 2.66 1.51 - - 1.58

Intel Haswell
R2C/C2R 2.54 - 1.64 7.98 1.9 - 1.47 4.14

R2R 4.42 - 2.1 5.99 3.57 - 2.06 3.07

AMD Zen
R2C/C2R 1.76 - - 5.09 1.56 - - 2.48

R2R 3.54 - - 3.94 2.47 - - 2

Fig. 14. The 1D real FFT performances on ARMv8 CPUs.

Fig. 15. The 1D real FFT performances on Intel Haswell CPUs.

Fig. 16. The 1D real FFT performances on AMD Zen CPUs.
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At the end of this section, we summarize the average and
maximum performance improvements of AutoFFT by com-
paring it with FFTW, ARMPL, Intel MKL, and the baseline
on ARMv8, Intel Haswell, and AMD Zen architectures in
Table 7.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a template-based framework named
AutoFFT that makes full use of the experience of the domain
and optimization experts to automatically generate extremely
high-performance FFT code of radices of all natural numbers
for ARM, Intel, and AMD platforms. AutoFFT thus substan-
tially reduces the laborious work of developing assembly ker-
nels manually. The experiments show that AutoFFT performs
generally better than FFTW, ARMPL, and Intel MKL. Our
futureworkwill concentrate on extending the template-based
methodology to other numerical algorithms.
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